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100th Battalion Wins Second Unit Citation

Nisei Interprets at Surrender Ceremony

Not Guilty Pleas Entered by Pawn Centerville Case

VFW Leader Condemns Acts Of Coast Posts

Report Japanese Captors Beat Nisei Merchant Seaman

Deportation Plan Denounced by Canadian Paper

Winnipeg Free Press

Says Action Would Be "Brutal Racism"

WINNIPEG, Man.—Deportation of 10,000 persons of Japanese origin, who signed requests for repatriation and later changed their minds, will be "an act of brutal and intolerant racism which decent Canadians will have on their conscience," the Winnipeg Free Press declared in its lead editorial on Sept. 10.

Concern was expressed by the paper about the government's policy of deporting Japanese soon to be naturalized citizens. This would be "an act of brutal and intolerant racism which decent Canadians will have on their conscience," the Winnipeg Free Press declared in its lead editorial on Sept. 10.
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BELIEVES USE OF JAPANESE PRISONERS COMPULSORY NORMAL RETURN OF EVACUEE GROUP

Assignment by the Army of 2500 Japanese prisoners of war to harvest work in the southern San Joaquin Valley was made public this week by Col. John W. Thompson of the War Bond and Salvage Department. Mr. Thompson said that the Japanese were returning to their homes in West Coast areas.

"It is apparent that West Coast residents who recently have vacated and shot into homes of loyal Americans in order to subject the American people to extreme agitations," Mr. Thompson said, "is only a small proportion of the enemy who are returning to their homes in West Coast areas.

"It is now time to return the prisoners of war who were interned in this country and who are now available for work in the southern San Joaquin Valley," Mr. Thompson said.

ARMY ANNOUNCES TRANSFER OF POW'S TO AID HARVEST

WASHINGTON—The War Department announced yesterday that approximately 2,500 Japanese prisoners of war are being sent to the San Joaquin Valley in California for harvest work.

These prisoners will be transferred to the area from Camp McKinley, Wai, and Camp Lejeune, Georgia, for harvest work. The prisoners are being transferred to the area where the harvest is completed, the War Department said.

The Army has said that it will conduct a reorganization among the prisoners of war to facilitate the orderly adjustment of personnel in the area.

The prisoners of war will be transferred to the area for harvest work by the War Department, and will be under the supervision of the War Department, the Army said.
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CLOSED
many of the section of Los Alamos’ is situated which Chicago way of pleased his hired was union, thousands of guards. Under the direct fire over overseas from the Rohwer yard for Nagata office for the lumber and Mrs. reported and for the America. The Nagata recently returned from the Bund and Dr. Nagata reported. Besides his home, he kept a small livestock, now in excess of $650. The Kumagawa had said the Japanese Americans were treated as baracks only until they are located elsewhere. About 600 returned evacuees will post in their homes, and the remaining may re- main no longer than a few weeks in the Glendale Park, site of some of the baracks, in the center of exclusive residential districts with real restriction on the part of the Japanese Americans as “one of the best communities in California.”

Dismayed. As many Congress- men and legislative measures pushed to avert the school evacuation the housing shortage and cure racial discriminations.

Consensus is the solution of the resettlement problem now that the school is about the housing shortage and cure racial discriminations.

Consensus Horace V. Thompson, Jr.

House turnouts are very popular since evacuation, and the support of local groups in our community.

Nyssa GL Given Bronze Star for Action in the FIFTH ARMY

ITALY—On two occasions in the fall of last year in the Fiftieth First Corps, Archibald Nygma, Nygma, a private in the American Combat Team, held the enemy in the attack, the only one that was successful. His action was described by the General as a splendid one and for this he was awarded the Bronze Star medal.

The action for which he was cited occurred during the attack on the town of Nove, Italy, in October last year. The enemy was holding the town when Nygma, as a member of the 31st Division, was given the task of capturing it. He led his platoon into the town, and in the process, he was able to capture the enemy machine gun, which he subsequently destroyed.

The citation for the award reads as follows: “His daring and successful attack on the town of Nove, Italy, on October 30, 1943, resulted in the taking of the town and the capture of the enemy’s defense works. His coolness under fire and his bravery in the face of the enemy were a credit to his unit and the Army.”

A native of Nygma, he was born in 1922 in Nygma, Wis., and is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Nygma. He attended the local high school, and is now serving in the United States Army in Europe. He is the only child in the family.

Nygma’s parents were among the first to volunteer for service, and he has always been proud of his military service.

“Nygma is a true American,” said his father. “He has always been successful in everything he has done, and I am sure he will do well in his military service.”

Nygma has been a member of the local Boy Scouts, and is an active member of the local community. He is a member of the local American Legion Post, and is a member of the local VFW Post.

Nygma is the only American soldier to receive the Bronze Star for his actions in the capture of the town of Nove, Italy, during World War II. He is a true American hero, and his actions will be remembered for generations to come.

"Nygma is a true American," said his father. "He has always been successful in everything he has done, and I am sure he will do well in his military service."
It is a matter of no great surprise that the big fight in the southern San Joaquin Valley, over Japanese prisoners of war to America, and residents alike, is over Japanese ancestry. It is a great surprise that the three Congressmen most instrumental in obtaining these services for the United States have moved, since Jan. 2, only a few, in the matter of Congressional opposition against Japanese ancestry.

The transfer of approximately 3,000 Japanese Americans to war in the southern San Joaquin Valley by the U.S. Army upon receipt of a request from the U.S. Army for 60,000 evacuees, has no prejudice and no objections to the presence of these captured enemy soldiers does not. The opposition of these farm interests is directed not against the Japanese as a race or a people, but against the fact that they have been employed to the existing far more than any other enemy. The opposition of these farm interests is directed against the Japanese as a race, neither as a people, nor against the fact that they have been employed to the existing far more than any other enemy. The opposition of these farm interests is directed against the Japanese as a race and as a people, but against the fact that they have been employed to the existing far more than any other enemy.

The Army's interest in the affair is very clearly expressed, and has been represented to them as a critical shortage of labor. However, it may be recalled that the use of Japanese farm workers have been quoted as opposing the large-scale labor of the returning evacuees. The opposition of these farm interests is directed not against the Japanese as a race or a people, but against the fact that they have been employed to the existing far more than any other enemy. The opposition of these farm interests is directed against the Japanese as a race and as a people, but against the fact that they have been employed to the existing far more than any other enemy.

Even as late as the beginning of the year, however, when the war time restrictions were relaxed, the EPA still would not permit the use of Japanese farm workers. The opposition of these farm interests is directed not against the Japanese as a race or a people, but against the fact that they have been employed to the existing far more than any other enemy. The opposition of these farm interests is directed against the Japanese as a race and as a people, but against the fact that they have been employed to the existing far more than any other enemy.

It is to be regretted that the evacuation of evacuees to the West Coast was conducted in this manner. The Army itself, in the statement of its chief of the United States War Department, has repeatedly expressed its regret at the manner in which the evacuation of evacuees to the West Coast was conducted. The Army itself, in the statement of its chief of the United States War Department, has repeatedly expressed its regret at the manner in which the evacuation of evacuees to the West Coast was conducted. The Army itself, in the statement of its chief of the United States War Department, has repeatedly expressed its regret at the manner in which the evacuation of evacuees to the West Coast was conducted.

The War Relocation Authority's evacuation centers in the West Coast have been the subject of much criticism. The War Relocation Authority's evacuation centers in the West Coast have been the subject of much criticism. The War Relocation Authority's evacuation centers in the West Coast have been the subject of much criticism.

Reparations Policy

The statement of Edwin W. Palmer, head of the American section of the Allied Commission on Reparations, that reparations for the property of Japanese aliens in this country will be settled and subjected to reparations actions against the United States for the property of Japanese aliens in this country, will be settled and subjected to reparations actions against the United States for the property of Japanese aliens in this country, will be settled and subjected to reparations actions against the United States for the property of Japanese aliens in this country, will be settled and subjected to reparations actions against the United States for the property of Japanese aliens in this country.

Any program of penalizing the alien Japanese aliens in this country, who have not become citizens reeks with unalike success. It is probable that the laws of our nation still bar any alien from acquiring property, which is the case with the laws (as of 1943) from the Chinese) from American law. It is not in the tradition of American law to give to aliens all of the civil rights and privileges of the state in which they reside. The speed-up policy is endangering the civil rights and privileges of the state in which they reside. The speed-up policy is endangering the civil rights and privileges of the state in which they reside.

An influx of some thirty thousand American citizens into the West Coast would be difficult. It would be a difficult task to have the influx of some thirty thousand American citizens into the West Coast.
Letter from Scotland

To the Editor

Pacific Citizen

It seems to me that the problem of Japanese ancestry is part and parcel of the larger problem of race hatred. Incidentally, I propose to my American friends to go to literature for America because of its great and general Her-\n
riage prejudice is not some-

tongue-twister, that is, "converting" other individuals; it is a real problem, and it is one that we must face and conquer.

in the United States, the "racial" heresy is still alive and kicking.

On Racism Against Japanese Americans

It is time for the post office to remove this from our mail. I want to take the liberty of noting that all American citizens of Japanese ancestry are American citizens and have the same rights as other American citizens. I want to make it clear that I am not saying that all Japanese Americans are guilty of the crimes that have been committed by some of them. I am not saying that all Japanese Americans are guilty of the crimes that have been committed by some of them. I am not saying that all Japanese Americans are guilty of the crimes that have been committed by some of them. I am not saying that all Japanese Americans are guilty of the crimes that have been committed by some of them. I am not saying that all Japanese Americans are guilty of the crimes that have been committed by some of them. I am not saying that all Japanese Americans are guilty of the crimes that have been committed by some of them.

Yours sincerely,

Washington News-Letter

Nisei Rebels Against Jim Crow, But Some Accept Prejudice

By JOHN KITASAKO
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Nisei Americans Participate
In Surrender Parley Between
Allies, Japanese in China

Lieut. Yoshimura, Sgt. Matsumoto Attend
Chishank Conference

CHICHIKAN, Huans Province, China—Pres. Nisei, Lieut. Akikyo Yoshimura and T/Sgt. Roy Matsumoto, two official pre-
surrender conference held near Chishank, Province, from the afternoon of August 21.
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SATURDAY, October 4
Fair Play Committee Protest
House Move to Cut WRA Fund

SAN FRANCISCO—The Pacific
Committee on American
Principles and Fair Play this week
presented a proposal to the
WRA that a reduction of the
budget in the War Relocation
Authority
be made so that the
relocation program would prove dis-
advantageous to the best interests of
the evacuees.
The committee also suggested that "perhaps the time has come for Congress to consider the "full responsibility of the Japanese" evacuees to contribute
something in an equitable solution of this problem."
The committee's suggestions were made in a letter to Clarence Cannon, Secretary of the House of
Representatives committee. The
letter was signed by Dr. Robert G. Spruille, honorary chairman of the
committee.

Declaring that the WRA was "slily-dallying" in its program
of self-sufficiency, as inferred by the House Appropriations
committee, the Committee on Ameri-
can Principles stated that all the
program of liquidation was progressing slower than it should.
The speed-up policy of relocation
has made it impossible to
adequate plans to be made for
individual families, the committee said.

The erroneous impression still persists that all of the evacuees
have an agreement to rent or purchase
their homes sooner or later, the
letter stated "Over half of
them were made by adult persons,
workers. A great portion of the
people have different economic
conditions (legal or illegal),
so the time is not far distant for
the possibility of the re-establishment of their former homes. For direct, for at least substantial
relocation.

In addition, relocation cannot proceed at an adequate pace in
spite of massive efforts on the part of the WRA and or re-
ceptional centers. The committee will continue to demand
and follow up upon any precipitant to
redress the mistakes made by the
Spruille declared.

The committee also pointed that while civic groups in the
United States are working for the formation of Little Tokyo, the
Americanization of such centers
will proceed much more slowly at the regular relocation program is based on the
principle of the relocation of
standard communities.

Nisei Workers in Tokyo Want to Go
Home to U.S., Says Newman

Nisei—Nazi girls who at-
ended a garden party in Tokyo
at the Philippine embassy build-
ing in Manila have been reported
as the group later left to
Cleveland, group head.

"In September, a skating party on Sept. 8.
About 350 persons attended the skating party. A sum of $35 was
donated by the group to be used to
send Christmas gifts to the men of the
10th Battalion and the Field
Infantry Battalion.
The music was the first in a series of
concerts scheduled to
be held in Chicago and was
supervised by the National
Institute in Cleveland. An inter-racial audi-
ence appeared at the
auditorium.
Guests were Dorothy Takahashi,
Miss Sarah Komaki, Pat Maki, Mitzuki
Mori and Mrs. Waichiro Suzuki, accompanied
by Mrs. Sophie Suzuki, accompanist.

Nisei Student Attends
Sorority Convention

MILWAUKEE—Emily Kado,
an upperclassman at Macalester
College, St. Paul, Minnesota, represented Eugene chapter at the
first national convention of Alpha
Delta. The National sorority of medical technologists, held here
from September 29 to 30 at the Hotel
Schroeder.

In conversations with this cor-
respondent, however, she said
continued, "the girls were not
happy and were not satisfied
when they were going home." "Dear James, I have a note for you from
the Donini news room and group
representative for the solicitation
for saké because it was given to us by
the United States, Boguslaw reported in
the Cleveland Sun.

"The conversation was light
matter such as might be heard at any
similar American-gathering,
Boguslaw said. "The" said of the girls
had own American movies shown
how for soldiers since the conven-
tion—their first movies since the war. They were interested in
the story and the Hollywood
production.

"In conversations with this cor-
respondent, however, she said
continued, "the girls were not
happy and were not satisfied
when they were going home." "Dear James, I have a note for you from
the Donini news room and group
representative for the solicitation
for saké because it was given to us by
the United States, Boguslaw reported in
the Cleveland Sun.

"The conversation was light
matter such as might be heard at any
similar American-gathering,
Boguslaw said. "The" said of the girls
had own American movies shown
how for soldiers since the conven-
tion—their first movies since the war. They were interested in
the story and the Hollywood
production.

"In conversations with this cor-
respondent, however, she said
continued, "the girls were not
happy and were not satisfied
when they were going home."
Nimi Selected
As Manager
Of Co-Op Store

WASHINGTON—Thomas Omemm,
who spent more than 15
months in war relocation centers,
was promoted to the management
of Cooperative Food Store.

The Post said that “more in-
fluence...extends...the project”
that has gained him trust and
tangibility of the

Osakki’s war story began in
Portland, Ore, where his father
and mother operated a general
store. He worked in the store full-
in the business of marketing and

Mr. and Mrs. Yoshimi May-
1930-D, Tule Lake, a girl on

Mr. and Mrs. Yutaka Terra-
cula-A, Tule Lake, a boy on

Mr. and Mrs. Murasumi Uyeda,
6844-T, Tule Lake, a...on the

Deaths

Infant son of Pvi. and Mts.
Matsukura on Oct. 3, 1944, his
corneal transplant...a possible

Today Osakki is a “well-like
participant” in America. He
will be...work...his way up the

Osakki went east to work in
a...food store on West

Brooks, New Jersey, in Feb., 1944.

Osakki and Mrs. Hikari, 55,
1930-D, Tule Lake, a girl on

Katasaki Okoto, 60, 2417-A,
Tule Lake, a boy on Sept.

Mary Kuchida, 56, 1031-
Tule Lake, a boy on Sept.

Katsuku Takahide, 70, of
Tule Lake, a boy on Sept.

Hiroshi Ozaki, 2, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Takao Ozaki, 1944,

Haukichi, 70, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Takao Kawakami, 1944,

Mr. and Mrs. Hoshino Shizuii,
50, on

Nisei Attend
Youth Retreat

DEERCON—Lake Orion, near
Pontiac, Michigan, was the scene
of a Nisei Youth Retreat held Sept.
15 and 16 by the Boytong Young
Adult...the Nisei-Caucasian Fellowship.

BER TRASHIMA
Modern Portrait Photography
66 East 4th South
Salt Lake City, Utah
Hours 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday and holidays by appointment.
Phone 4-3631

ACADEMY OF FASHION ARTS
45 E. Broadway, Salt Lake
(Third Floor)
Course open now in Drafting and Sewing

O. C. TANNER JEWELRY CO.
Diamonds and Watches
Salt Lake City, 110 Main
Reno, Nevada

"In lust for the Finesest"

Kamane Brand
Fujisada’s, Eda Miss., Pre-War Quality at your favorite department stores

FUJIMOTO and COMPANY
200 W. 39th St.
Salt Lake City 4, Utah
Tel 4-3737

OCCIDENTAL LIFE Insurance Co. of California
5 E. 8th Street
General Agent
Philadelphia 418
1001 Milwaukee St., Denver

MANCHU GROW & SHOP
1901 S. Washington Blvd.
Portland, Oregon
Fish Foods & Specialties
"Meet Your Host with Care"

Radio and Electrical Appliances
UNIVERSAL SERVICE
1110-1120 17th St.
Denver, Colo.

HANASONO PHOTO STUDIO
Peru Park, Portland, Oregon
Photo Copying, Enlargements
2031 Larimer Street
DENVER, COLORADO

Nichi Church Group
Organized at Tooele, Salt Lake City

Niche services have won the support of
Tooele and Salt Lake City, according to the Nichi Church.

The Nichi Church, headquartered in Tooele, Utah, and the Nichi Church of Salt Lake City, which

MARRIAGES
Kimiko Tanaka to Dirk Mor-
1108-P, Tule Lake, a boy on

Kiyoko Nakano to John Ya-

Mr. & Mrs. Yoneo Nakano,
323-10, Tule Lake, a boy on

Mr. & Mrs. Yoneo Nakano,
323-10, Tule Lake, a boy on

Mr. & Mrs. Yoneo Nakano,
323-10, Tule Lake, a boy on

Mrs. Hatsui Shizuii, 50, on

1102 N. Clark Street
Chicago, Illinois

Complete Life Insurance
Joseph H. Honda
Lincoln National Life Co.
One No. La Salle
Suite 1858
CENTRAL 1293

CHICAGO SOUTH SIDE RESIDENTS
For Japanese Previous Residents
990 E, 43rd Street
Tel 9-9355
Delivery Service

ASATO SOY BEAN FOOD SHOP
Say Soy, Mice, Tofu, Rice, and All Kinds of Fresh High Foods
149 W. Division St.
Call DII-3841
T. N. Apto Chicago 18, Ill.
Mail Orders Filled

Chicagohans
For Sale: Established Business
NISSEI LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
BIG CHANCE AND OPPORTUNITY FOR
EXPERIENCED PARTY
For Further Details Call SUpiper 8892 or Write
JOE SOMOTURA
857 N. Clark St.
Chicago, Ill.

NOTICE: EVERY GROCERY STORE
Do You Need rice and Mei Chin Seasoning Powder?
Ask Our Wholesale Department
INTERNATIONAL MARKET WHOLESALE
DEPARTMENT
126 East 55th Street
Chicago, Ill.
Telephone: PA 14026

COMPLETE LINE OF
Oriental Foods
Manufacturers of TOFU & AGE
Fresh Fish for Sashimi—Our Specialty
Prompt Service With Our Long Experience
DIAMOND TRADING CO.
1012 N. Clark Street
Chicago, Ill.
Federal Jury Weighs Charges Of Place County Terrorism

Witnesses Testify on Raids Against Farm Leaders Returned to Court

SACRAMENTO—The trial of Edward and Clause P. Watson, and Elmer F. Jackson, both former county supervisors, began today to resolve charges of illegal wiretapping. The two men face an indictment alleging improper recording of conversation in their homes. The trial is expected to last for three weeks.

The jury is composed of 12 members from the area. The case is being heard by Judge Charles D. Blackett.

In a separate case, a grand jury has indicted a second supervisor, Edward M. Keene, on charges of hindering the investigation. The indictment was issued after a meeting with a federal grand jury in Washington, D.C.

The Watsons have been charged with perjury, while Jackson is accused of making false statements to federal authorities.

Chicago Civic U.S. States Benefit on First Anniversary

CHICAGO—The Civic Opera of Chicago, which celebrated its first anniversary last month, is facing financial difficulties. The club has lost $200,000 in its first year of operations.

The Civic Opera, which opened in 1917 with a production of Bizet's "Carmen," is struggling to break even. The club's management is considering a variety of options to increase revenue, including an increase in ticket prices and the sale of naming rights to certain spaces in the opera house.

The Civic Opera is the brainchild of the late John D. Rockefeller, Sr., who envisioned a world-class opera house in Chicago. The opera house has hosted some of the world's top performers, including Maria Callas and Luciano Pavarotti.

Announcing the Reopening of Modern Beauty Salon

2031 Sawtelle Blvd. W. Los Angeles, Calif. * Phone: AR. 39905

Owner-Manager: Mrs. Irene Kaukka

FINE QUALITY WOOLENS...

Complete Range of High Class Overcoating and Suiting for Men and Women

SKIRT ENDS - TROUSER LENGTH
COTTON and RAYONS - Plain or Printed

JUST RECEIVED A SHIPMENT OF LARGE SIZE TAILOR SQUARES

L. B. WOOLEN & TRIMMING COMPANY
530 S. LOS ANGELES ST. LOS ANGELES 11, CALIFORNIA

Samples furnished upon request. Give details as to what you intend to make.

Please do not send Industries with order. We ship C. O. D. only

HANDY POCKET-SIZE Dictionaries

Sasame's New Concise Japanese-English Dictionary $3.00
Sasame's New Concise English-Japanese Dictionary $3.50
Saito's Kawaizumi (Postage Prepaid) $3.00
Kennedy's Japanese-English Dictionary, Mailing charges, 50c.

Complete Insurance Services

AUTO - FIRE - LIFE - HEALTH & ACCIDENT

ISSUE OF NISSEI

MUN I S E I R
276 S. W. First Ave. Los Angeles, CAL. Phone 139

BRIDAL SOY SAUCE - GALLON BOTTLES

Show-your-Sauce. Saves on Foods

REMEMBER! 1922

Aged over one year

Adequate Provision for Needs of Evacuees Asked by Churches

NEW YORK—Expressing concern over the announced policy of the War Relocation Authority to close all relocation centers by December 31, 1945, the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America last week urged the government for assurances that adequate provision will be made for the basic needs of the evacuees, including housing, adequate income, and the care of the children of the relocation centers. The request was made in a letter to W. H. Goss, executive secretary of the National Council of Churches, and the letter is to be followed by a formal statement of action by the members of the Council.

The resolution received the support of the executive secretary of the Central Civilian Corps, which recommended that an official of the National Council of Churches be appointed to represent the interests of the American churches in the talks with the War Relocation Authority.

WILLOWS, Calif.—K. Lee J. Layne, district attorney of Glenn County, said on Sept. 1 that a package of mail bombs, arising from the entrance of Japanese American homes, was reported to police. The mail bomb was similar to those that have been reported in the past.

The mail bomb, which was discovered and removed by the police, was found to contain a large number of dynamite charges. The police are investigating the possibility that the bomb was a gift from a Japanese American.

The police have also received a bomb threat at the home of a Japanese American in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American business in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American school in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American community center in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American residential area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American shopping area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American entertainment area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American educational area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American industrial area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American agricultural area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American recreational area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American religious area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American governmental area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American military area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American police area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American fire area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American health area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American legal area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American educational area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American industrial area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American agricultural area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American recreational area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American religious area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American governmental area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American military area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American police area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American fire area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American health area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American legal area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American educational area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American industrial area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American agricultural area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American recreational area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American religious area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American governmental area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American military area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.

The police have also received a bomb threat at a Japanese American police area in the area. The bomb threat was investigated by the police, who found no evidence of a bomb.